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Of the 2020 term of the 18th Judicial District Grand Jury; the 2020 18th Judicial District 
Grand Jurors, chosen, selected and sworn in the name and by the authority of the People of the 
State of Colorado, upon their oaths, present the following indictment and described acts, all 
committed within the County of Arapahoe, State of Colorado, all done contrary to the form of 
statutes in such case made and provided, and against the peace and dignity of the People of the 
State of Colorado, as stated in the counts attached hereto: 

 
COUNT 1-MURDER IN THE FIRST DEGREE (F1) 

Between and including August 6, 2020 and August 7, 2020, Jorge Alexander Che-Quiab, 
as principal or complicitor, unlawfully and feloniously, under circumstances evidencing an 

attitude of universal malice manifesting extreme indifference to the value of human life 
generally, knowingly engaged in conduct which created a grave risk of death to a person 
or persons other than himself, and thereby caused the death of A ; in violation 
of section 18-3-102(1)(d), C.R.S. 

 

COUNT 2-MURDER IN THE FIRST DEGREE (F1) 

Between and including August 6, 2020 and August 7, 2020, Jorge Alexander Che-Quiab, 
as principal or complicitor, unlawfully and feloniously, acting alone or with one or more 
persons, committed or attempted to commit sexual assault and, in the course of or in 
furtherance of that crime, or in the immediate flight therefrom, the death of A  

, a person, other than one of the participants, was caused by anyone; in violation 
of section 18-3-102(1)(b), C.R.S. 



COUNT 3-DISTRIBUTION OF A CONTROLLED SUBSTANCE TO A MINOR - 

SCHEDULE I OR II (DF1) 

Between and including August 6, 2020 and August 7, 2020, Jorge Alexander Che-

Quiab, as principal or complicitor, unlawfully, feloniously, and knowingly sold or 
distributed Fentanyl, a schedule I or II controlled substance. 
 

Further, the defendant, an adult, sold or distributed the controlled substance or a material 
compound, mixture, or preparation that contained any amount of the controlled 
substance, to a minor, and the defendant was at least two years older than the minor, in 
violation of section 18-18-405(1),(2)(a)(II), C.R.S. 

COUNT 4-DISTRIBUTION OF A CONTROLLED SUBSTANCE TO A MINOR - 

SCHEDULE I OR II (DF1) 

Between and including August 6, 2020 and August 7, 2020, Jorge Alexander Che-

Quiab, as principal or complicitor,  unlawfully, feloniously, and knowingly sold or 

distributed Fentanyl, a schedule I or II controlled substance. 
 
Further, the defendant, an adult, sold or distributed the controlled substance or a material 
compound, mixture, or preparation that contained any amount of the controlled 

substance, to a minor, and the defendant was at least two years older than the minor, in 
violation of section 18-18-405(1),(2)(a)(II), C.R.S. 

COUNT 5-POSSESSION WITH INTENT TO MANUFACTURE OR 

DISTRIBUTE A CONTROLLED SUBSTANCE (DF1) 

Between and including August 6, 2020 and August 7, 2020, Jorge Alexander Che-

Quiab, as principal or complicitor, unlawfully, feloniously, and knowingly possessed 
with intent to sell or distribute Heroin, controlled substance. 
 

Further, the violation involved a material compound, mixture or preparation that weighed 
more than one hundred and twelve grams, in violation of section 18-18-
405(1),(2)(a)(I)(B), C.R.S. 

COUNT 6-POSSESSION WITH INTENT TO MANUFACTURE OR 

DISTRIBUTE A CONTROLLED SUBSTANCE-SCHEDULE I/II (DF2) 

Between and including August 6, 2020 and August 7, 2020, Jorge Alexander Che-Quiab, 
as principal or complicitor, unlawfully, feloniously, and knowingly possessed with intent 
to sell or distribute Fentanyl, a schedule I or II controlled substance. 

 
Further, the violation involved any material, compound, mixture or preparation that 
weighed more than fourteen grams, but less than two hundred twenty-five grams; in 
violation of section 18-18-405(1),(2)(b)(I)(A), C.R.S. 



COUNT 7-SEXUAL ASSAULT ON A CHILD (F4) 

Between and including August 6, 2020 and August 7, 2020, Jorge Alexander Che-Quiab, 
as principal or complicitor, unlawfully, feloniously, and knowingly subjected a child, not 
his spouse, to sexual contact and the victim was less than fifteen years of age and the 

defendant was at least four years older than the victim; in violation of section 18-3-405(1), 
C.R.S. 

COUNT 8-ENTICEMENT OF A CHILD (F4) 

Between and including August 6, 2020 and August 7, 2020, Jorge Alexander Che-Quiab, 
as principal or complicitor, unlawfully and feloniously invited or persuaded, or attempted 
to invite or persuade, a child under the age of fifteen years, to enter any vehicle, building, 

room or secluded place with the intent to commit sexual assault or unlawful sexual contact 
upon the child; in violation of section 18-3-305(1), C.R.S. 

COUNT 9-CONTRIBUTING TO THE DELINQUENCY OF A MINOR (F4) 

Between and including August 6, 2020 and August 7, 2020, Jorge Alexander Che-Quiab, 
as principal or complicitor, unlawfully and feloniously induced, aided, or encouraged  a 
child, to violate any state law and/or federal law; in violation of section 18-6-701, C.R.S. 

COUNT 10-CONTRIBUTING TO THE DELINQUENCY OF A MINOR (F4) 

Between and including August 6, 2020 and August 7, 2020, Jorge Alexander Che-Quiab, 
as principal or complicitor, unlawfully and feloniously induced, aided, or encouraged  a 

child, to violate any state law and/or federal law; in violation of section 18-6-701, C.R.S. 

COUNT 11-CONTRIBUTING TO THE DELINQUENCY OF A MINOR (F4) 

Between and including August 6, 2020 and August 7, 2020, Jorge Alexander Che-Quiab, 

as principal or complicitor, unlawfully and feloniously induced, aided, or encouraged  a 
child, to violate any state law and/or federal law; in violation of section 18-6-701, C.R.S. 

COUNT 12-SEXUAL ASSAULT (F4) 

Between and including August 6, 2020 and August 7, 2020, Jorge Alexander Che-Quiab, 
as principal or complicitor, unlawfully, feloniously, and knowingly inflicted sexual 
intrusion or sexual penetration on a person not the defendant’s spouse, and at the time of 

the commission of the act the victim was less than fifteen years of age and the defendant 
was at least four years older than the victim; in violation of section 18-3-402(1)(d), C.R.S. 



COUNT 13-CRIMINAL ATTEMPT TO COMMIT SEXUAL ASSAULT (F3) 

Between and including August 6, 2020 and August 7, 2020, by engaging in conduct 
constituting a substantial step toward the commission of sexual assault, Jorge Alexander 

Che-Quiab, as principal or complicitor, unlawfully, feloniously, and knowingly attempted 

to inflict sexual intrusion or sexual penetration on A , and the defendant knew 
that the victim was incapable of appraising the nature of the victim's conduct.  
 
Further, the defendant was physically aided or abetted by one or more other persons; in 

violation of sections 18-3-402(1)(b),(5)(a)(I) and 18-2-101, C.R.S. 

The offenses alleged Counts 1 to 13 were committed in the following manner: 

 
Detective Jeff Prince of the Aurora Police Department and Investigator Joseph Ryan Hartley of 

the Arapahoe District Attorney’s Office, tasked to the DEA Front Range Task Force , testified 
before the Grand Jury.     
 
The evidence, including all exhibits admitted, and testimony from this witness during the grand 

jury session(s) establish the following facts: 
 
Subjects involved or otherwise mentioned in this summary:  

•   Age 18 –  

  Is referred to as “the short haired girl”. 

•   Age 14 –  

  Is referred to as “Santana” or “Santa”. 

•   Age 16 –  

   Is referred to as “L . 

• A  ) Age 16 –   The 

victim of the (suspected) overdose death.  Is also in some instances referred to as 

 in the interviews.   

• V   Age 25 – Friends with Jorge.  Is referred to as “the 

tall and thin guy”  during her interview.  

• -   

  “Risa” is believed to be this person  

   

On 08/07/20, Det. Prince was on duty and advised by his supervisor, Sergeant Bill Hummel, also 

a commissioned police officer with the Aurora Police Department, of a situation that involved a 

possible overdose of a young female subject.  Det. Prince was advised the address of the incident 

was 2171 S Quentin Way, in apartment .   

Det. Prince advises that this location is in the City of Aurora, County of Arapahoe, State of 

Colorado.   



Det. Prince responded to the address and spoke with the supervisor on scene, Sergeant Jeremy 

Sexton, who is a commissioned police officer with the City of Aurora Police Department, 

currently assigned to the patrol division.  Det. Prince was advised that through the various 

interviews that had been conducted with those who had been in the apartment upon the arrival of 

the officers with the Aurora Police, a person had been identified as the “owner”, or the person of 

whom the apartment was rented to.  This subject was later identified to Det. Prince by means of a 

passport from the country of Mexico as Jorge Alexander Che-Quiab, with a date of birth o  

1995.   

Jorge had been transported to the Aurora Police Headquarters for an interview.  While other 

detectives with the CAC Unit remained behind to further investigate the incident by means of a 

search warrant for the residence, Det. Prince responded to Aurora Police Headquarters to 

interview the subjects that had been transported there. 

Interview of Jorge Che-Quiab 

Det. Prince was accompanied by Detective James Salazar who is a commissioned police officer 

currently assigned to the Crimes Against Children Unit with the Aurora Police Department.  

Together, they interviewed Jorge.  Jorge had been advised that he was not under arrest and he 

was not in custody.  Furthermore, a pre-printed Advisement of Rights form had been placed in 

front of Jorge.  The specifications on the form were read to Jorge, who, when asked, said that he 

understood his rights, he did not have any questions and that he was willing to waive those rights 

and speak to Det. Prince and Detective Salazar at that time.  Det. Prince had also pointed out to 

Jorge that it was his understanding that he had been drinking and possibly consuming drugs the 

night before.  It was asked of Jorge if he was under the influence of anything that would impair 

his judgement.  He said that he was not.  Det. Prince asked Jorge a few questions to the nature of 

“how many quarters are in a dollar”, and “if you took away two, how much would you have?”  

Jorge answered correctly that there were four and that you would have 50 cents left.  Finally, it 

did not appear to Det. Prince that Jorge was under the influence or otherwise unable to 

understand what was going on.  He appeared to easily understand the conversation up to this 

point and answer with complete sentences.      

Jorge stated that he was on the lease for that apartment at 2171 S. Quentin Way, apartment 

.  He said that he rents the apartment along with his brother and his father.  In asking as to 

what had happened the previous night, Jorge said that he had been in communication with his 

friend, whom he had identified as “Risa”.  He said that “Risa” had indicated she wanted to “hang 

out” to which Jorge agreed.  He said that he had picked her up in Arvada and then picked up a 

friend of hers who lives in Commerce City.  This friend was identified as “Santana”.   After this, 

another friend who was identified as “A ” was picked up.   

Jorge went on to say that he estimated having arrived at his apartment with all of his passengers 

around 1:10 on the morning of 8/7/20.  In asking as to who was with him, he identified those in 

attendance as “ , Santana, L , and A ”.   Jorge went on to say that he is friends with 

V  and the two of them know “Risa” as they had evidently all used to be closer friends in the 



past.  In regard to this night, Jorge stated that he was the one with the money as no one else 

worked.  He said that they had stopped at a liquor store in Denver and he had purchased a bottle 

of liquor.  He had been driving as he stated that he let everyone out of the car and then parked it 

when they arrived at his apartment.   

Jorge then stated that he does consume “a lot of weed” (marijuana) and he does this to calm his 

nerves due to stress.  He added that he “always has some in the house”.  In reference to his 

guests, Jorge stated that he had purchased one bottle of vodka at the store and two of the guests 

with him had brought an additional two bottles of liquor – one being vodka and the other tequila  

- bringing the number to three bottles in his apartment of liquor.  Jorge said that “all the girls 

were drinking” and later clarified, “everyone was drinking”.  He added that he was specifically 

drinking with L  who was talking to him about her family.   

Another female subject was now at the party.  Jorge referred to her as the “short haired girl” who 

was evidently friends with “Risa”.   Jorge stated that L  had said to him “they are doing lines 

without us”.  Det. Prince asked as to who was “doing lines” and he replied that it was “Risa and 

the short haired girl”.  (Det. Prince states that “doing lines” is a common “street slang” for 

ingesting cocaine that has been organized into a small linear patten that is then inhaled though 

the nose).     

At the gathering, Jorge said that “both girls had gone (to the bathroom) with the two short haired 

girls” and added that he “knew they didn’t have a lot but that he knew it was mixed”.  (“Both 

girls” are believed to be  and A  with the “short haired girls” being  and then 

Risa).  Det. Prince asked as to “what was mixed” and Jorge replied, “the coke”.  (Det. Prince 

advised that “coke” is a common “street slang” for cocaine). Detective Salazar had asked as to 

why he said it was mixed to which Jorge replied, “because I know it, because I saw it, I was 

going to take a line and you could see it, they are mixed with crystal and mixed with other stuff, I 

was in gangs I saw it you know”.  Jorge then made the comment to the nature of “he used to do 

that shit when he was in Cali”.  Upon being asked more directly, Jorge admitted that he does 

consume cocaine.   

In referencing back to the party, Jorge made the statement that “they had come out sober” (this 

was in reference to the girls being in a room “doing lines”.  He added that “L  came out and 

asked for water”.  He then stated that “the short haired girl and “Risa” had taken L  and “Risa” 

to the car.  He said that he “knew what it was for” and when Det. Prince asked as to what that 

was, he said it was “to take advantage of them because they were drunk and they are lesbians”.  

He added “it wasn’t like (I) could do anything to prevent it”.  Jorge then explained that the four 

individuals eventually came back into the apartment in which the comment had been made that 

“L  is so fucked up”.  He also said that A  was sitting on a barstool smoking marijuana and 

“taking a shot”.  (Det. Prince advises that a “shot” is a common reference to a “quick and small 

drink” from a bottle of liquor or more specifically between 1.25 to 1.5 fluid ounces of liquor).  

Jorge then explained that A  was having difficulty maintaining consciousness or her 

mobility.  He explained that he and V  had to help hold her upright and assisted her over to 



the couch.  Upon being asked, Jorge confirmed that there was – in this situation – a girl named 

L  and a girl names A .  He had also stated that A  was the one “who had passed 

away”.  Detective Salazar asked Jorge as to how old L  was to which he replied, “19”.  When 

asked, he stated that “Risa” was also 19 years old.  When asked about A  Jorge estimated 

her age to be 18.  In asking about his knowledge of Santana’s age, he stated that he thought she 

was 17 and added that he had thought she was young.  He recollected that Santana had been 

teased when she was picked up if she had asked for permission.  It was asked if any of the girls 

had told him how old they were.  He replied, “we asked them”.  When asked as to who was 

“we”, he replied that it was him and V . 

When asked for clarification as to who had been drinking, Jorge replied, “everyone was 

drinking”.  When asked about having done drugs, Jorge stated, “they had gone into the rest 

room”.  When asked as to who that was, Jorge replied it was “the short haired girl” and “the girl 

who passed away”.   

The interview went on to what had happened after that.  Jorge said that he had helped orchestrate 

who was going to sleep where in the apartment.  He went on that the only reason he woke up is 

because he went to the restroom. He advised it was around 9:30 (in the morning of 8/7/20) when 

he woke up and V  told him he should go check on (A  because V  didn’t think she 

is breathing. Jorge stated he told V , “what the fuck bro?  She isn’t breathing! Look at her 

mouth”! Jorge stated there was “some stuff” coming from her mouth. Jorge advised he had taken 

some CPR classes and stated he pulled A  off the couch, laid her flat and made V  give 

her CPR.  Det. Prince asked as to who was still in the apartment when he was giving A  

CPR.  Jorge stated that it was him, V , L  the short haired girl and the girl who passed 

away.  He also advised that Santana was there.   

 

Det. Prince asked Jorge as to who had bought all of the alcohol and he admitted that he had, with 

two bottles already at the house.  In asking as to if anyone else had brought alcohol, he stated 

that the “short haired girl” and “Risa” had brought Modelo beer.  Det. Prince then asked about 

anyone possibly bringing drugs to his party.  He replied that he “didn’t see anything”  and then 

suggested that either the “short haired girl” or (“Risa”) had but when asked as to what, he 

shrugged his shoulders and said he didn’t know.   

Det. Prince then asked Jorge what drugs did he have in his residence and he replied, “marijauna 

and some cocaine”.  Det. Prince had asked about the “blue pills” and Jorge replied that “he didn’t 

bring them”.  It was then asked if he had seen the pills in his apartment to which he shook his 

head in the apparent affirmative as he replied, “I saw them”.  He also made the statement that “he 

was the oldest one there, and the sober one, and that he should have stopped it”.   

Det. Prince asked Jorge as to when he uses cocaine, how much does he use?  He replied, “like 

twenty dollars”.  When asked as to how long does that last, he stated that he does “two to three 

bumps every hour or so; it lasts him the whole night”.  The interview went back to the events that 



morning with those at his residence using drugs.  Jorge stated that he was being teased and 

razzed for not having used the cocaine.  Detective Salazar asked as to what was it that he was 

being offered.  He said it was “coke mixed with something else”.  Jorge added that he “could see 

the coke but it had something else in there and that it had a blue tinge”.  Det. Prince asked if 

V  had consumed any of the (cocaine) to which Jorge said “no”.   

Det. Prince told Jorge that he had seen (the girls) using the cocaine and he replied that he had.  In 

asking who, he had said it was the “short haired girl” and “Risa”.  Det. Prince asked if that was 

all and Jorge confirmed that  and A  had also.  He added, “all the girls did it”.  

Jorge described the drugs as being in a folded bill – (this was in reference to a U.S. currency 

money bill such as a $1 bill or a $5 bill and so on) – and that the contents had been snorted 

through a tube.  Jorge stated that, in reference to A , “took a big ass bump”.  He said that she 

had made the comment as to how good “the stuff was”.  In asking as to where Santana was at 

this time, he said that she was in the bedroom sleeping.   

Jorge then explained that A ’ condition appeared to deteriorate and that she was having 

trouble walking and standing.  Detective Salazar had asked if she was in bad condition and Jorge 

replied, “yeah”.  He also stated that he could see her lips turning blue but added that she was still 

breathing.  

Through the course of the interview, Jorge was expressing regret and concern over the drug use 

in his presence combined with the suggestion that he had the cocaine there and was the provider.  

He had made comments that he was “an accomplice”.   Detective Salazar asked Jorge as to who 

was going to tell them (the detectives) that he (Jorge) had given them (the girls) the cocaine at 

which point Det. Prince added “was mixed with the other stuff”.  He replied the “short haired 

girls” (  and “Risa”).  When asked as to why this was, he replied that he had been asked 

if he had some (cocaine) to which he said he answered, “yeah, I do”.   Det. Prince asked as to 

why was he being asked if he had (cocaine) if - as Jorge had previously insinuated -  the girls had 

brought their own?  Jorge replied, “cause they were asking me do you have some blow and I am 

like, ‘yeah’”.   

Det. Prince asked as to how much cocaine had he put out there for the others to use.  He paused 

and then said, “like 20 grams, not 20 grams like a 20 dollar”.  Jorge said that a $1 bill was being 

used (to hold the drug contents) along with a $5 bill and a $20 bill.  Jorge said that he had put his 

(cocaine) in a $1 bill.  Detective Salazar asked if they had been “matching coke” and if this was 

the game that had been happening.  After a pause, Jorge shook his head in the apparent 

affirmative.  (Det. Prince states that “matching coke” is in reference to a contest in which one 

person will put the amount of – in this case drugs – out to be consumed and the other person is 

challenged to match that same amount or add more for consumption).    

Detective Salazar asked Jorge if he had consumed any of the cocaine.  Jorge said that he had not, 

giving it instead to V  who was, as Jorge described, drunk and needed to “wake up”.  Jorge 

then admitted, “I gave it to A  I took a bump with A , well she did, I just gave it to her”.  

Detective Salazar asked Jorge if A  had thrown up immediately afterwards after having taken 



the “bump” to which he replied, “I think she did”.  Detective Salazar asked if (A ) was 

“acting a little weird” to which he replied, “yeah”.  (Det. Prince states that “taking a bump” is a 

common street slang for consuming a small portion of a substance).  

Detective Salazar asked Jorge if there was anything in the cocaine to which he shook his head in 

the apparent negative and said, “I just got it from my plug” and that he had purchased it a few days 

ago.  He continued to deny that anything had been added to the cocaine.  He continued to insinuate 

that someone else had brought whatever it was that had added the blue tinge to the drugs.  He only 

said the cocaine was his “personal stash”.  

The interview went back to when A  had thrown up after having consumed the substance.  

Jorge put his head down on the table and said, “it was my fault”.  Det. Prince asked as to how 

intoxicated was he that night and he replied that he was “tipsy”.  Det. Prince asked Jorge as to his 

level of knowing what was going on.  He replied, “I remember everything perfectly”.   

Detective Salazar then confirmed with Jorge as to who – between A  and  – had 

he “taken the bump with”.  Jorge said L  was the one who had “taken the bump” with him.  He 

initially denied, then later reversed and confirmed that he had seen A  “take a bump” of his 

cocaine.  Jorge had stated again that he had placed, from his own bag, (cocaine) in a dollar and 

then gave it to L   He then denied that he had given any to A  but Det. Prince pointed out 

that he previously had said that he had given cocaine to A .  With that, Jorge admitted, “like a 

line, but it was a key line”.  It was asked as to what did this mean and Jorge explained, “you use 

your key and then….”.  As he said this, Jorge then demonstrated by putting his hand to each nostril.    

Det. Prince asked as to how much drugs had Santana used.  Jorge stated that she had only been 

drinking alcohol, describing further that it was Paul Masson.  Det. Prince asked if Santana had 

been drinking in his residence to which Jorge replied that she had been drinking in the car.  Upon 

being asked, Jorge stated that the car the girls had been picked up in was his vehicle that he 

identified as a 2011 Volkswagen CC. (Det. Prince advised that Paul Masson is an alcoholic 

beverage that is a blend of American brandy and French cognac with about a 40% level of 

alcohol).   

It was then asked as to what had happened in the morning when the decision had been made that 

911 was to be called for A   Jorge said that the apartment had been “cleaned up” while they 

were waiting for the ambulance.  He said that he had flushed the rest of his cocaine that had been 

in his backpack down the toilet.  He said there was yelling and screaming about things being 

disposed of, or the girls being in the bathroom, in relation to A  who was unresponsive at this 

time.  Jorge was asked, and he confirmed, that it was what was left over of the contents of the 

cocaine that he had flushed.  

During the interview, Jorge did express his regret that he had not done anything in regard to A .  

He had stated that he should have stopped it as he knew she (A  wasn’t ok but instead he went 

to sleep.  He had said that he should have taken her to the ER “because she was limp” but he didn’t 

and instead went to sleep.  Det. Prince asked as to how much (cocaine) had he thrown into the 



toilet.  Jorge replied with, “a little bag, like a fifty dollar”.  He also stated, with his reasoning as to 

why, “because it is illegal”.   

Forensic interview of  

Det. Prince attended the forensic interview of  on 8/20/20 that was conducted at the 

Ralston House advocacy center in Northglenn, Colorado.  While not in the room with the forensic 

interviewer (FI) and , he was able to see and hear the interview over a camera system.  The 

interview was regarding the social gathering that had taken place on the night of 08/06/20 to 

08/07/20.  These are some excerpts from the interview:   

During the interview,  did not know the names of the two male subjects that had been in the 

apartment with them during the social gathering.  She referred to them as “the buff guy” and the 

“tall and thin” guy.  Det. Prince advises that this fits the physical description of both Jorge Che-

Quiab and V .  Det. Prince was able to personally see both Jorge and V .  Jorge’s 

physical stature of his upper body is that of noticeable muscular growth while V  was much 

more thin.  V  did appear to be noticeably taller than Jorge.   

 did state that A  was her best friend, while acknowledging that she was not sure how to 

say or spell A  last name – (which is   When asked as to who was in attendance 

with the gathering,  identified , her friend ), Santana and 

“two guys”.   said that she was the one who had asked if A  could come along as well.   

 did confirm that drinking alcohol had taken place among those who were in the car while 

on the way to the apartment.  She added that there were other bottles of alcohol in the apartment 

once they arrived.  She did not know where they were going.  She did confirm that “the buff guy” 

was the one who had been driving the car and the apartment had belonged to him.   

 

In regard to the drugs, a had described them as “little blue pills” and said she had been told 

they were “Oxys”.   said “the buff guy” was the one who had given them the pills.  She 

remembers that “the buff guy” had gone into another room and came out with a bag of the blue 

pills.   stated again that she had been told they were “Oxys”.  (Det. Prince advises that “oxys” 

is a common street name for prescription medications of Oxycodone but can also be used to refer 

to OxyContin.  Oxycodone is an opiate agonist that is the active ingredient in a number of narcotic 

pain medications, including Percocet, Percodan, and OxyContin. OxyContin is a specific brand 

name for a pain medication in the opioid class (narcotic drugs) that contains the extended-release 

version of oxycodone.  It is a Schedule II Controlled Substance).  

As the interview went on,  said that the “buff guy” had crushed up these pills.  She did not 

know what he had used to crush them with but estimated that 3-4 pills had been crushed and thought 

that that may have been per person.   described them as a “blue powder” and she had been told 

“you snort them” as the means of consumption.  She said that “buff guy” had offered these pills to 

herself and A    stated that she also thinks ( ) had been offered the pills.  She 



said that “buff guy” had referred to them as “blue oxy”.   remembers that “buff guy” had 

given her and Santana marijuana to smoke.     

 does remember that neither one of the men in the room had consumed the drugs and in 

retrospect, and when asked, said that she feels “they were trying to rape us”.  She remembers that 

A  was having a seizure on the couch and later that “buff guy” and “tall and thin guy” were 

arguing with each other over  condition.  She said, “buff guy” had screamed at the other 

male, to the nature of, “you know what this drug does!!” 

Towards the end of the interview,  said that she had been in contact with Santana over social 

media.   She said that Santana had said those blue pills had contained a different drug.   did 

not remember the name but that it began with an “F”.  She consulted her cell phone for the 

conversation with Santana and said that it was said to be fentanyl.    

Forensic interview of  

On 9/1/20, a forensic interview was conducted with  at Ralston House, and 

observed by Detective Elizabeth McKlem.   stated that she was 14 years old.  

described being contacted by “ ” to see if she wanted to hang out with to “homeboys,” and 

eventually being picked up by car.  She described   and A  being picked up 

after her, on the way to the party.   described consuming approximately a half bottle of 

hard alcohol, and passing out/blacking out at some point in the evening.  She described waking 

up with her underwear off, her pants were on backwards, and noticing that the money she had 

kept in her bra was not there.    

Results of the search warrant of 2171 S Quentin Way #  on 8/7/20 

Det. Prince was advised by a commissioned officer with the Aurora Police Department, Detective 

Patrick McGinty that the following items had been recovered in the residence: 

Four plastic bags, one was a zip-lock and the other three were vacuumed sealed with a substance 

inside.  Detective McGinty stated the bags smelled of vinegar. These items were found in the master 

bedroom bathroom.  Also in the bathroom, Detective McGinty stated that he had found plastic 

baggies that contained blue pills of an unknown number.  These items were seized and placed into 

evidence at the Aurora Police Headquarters.   

Presumptive test / observations of the recovered items 

On 08/14/20, Det. Prince retrieved some of the evidence from this case out of the Property and 

Evidence Unit.  Det. Prince cut into one of the vacuum sealed bags selected at random  and obtained 

a small sample of the contents.  The contents had the same appearance and consistency as that of 

heroin so it was subjected to a Scott Company Marquis Test.  This test involves placing a small 

sample of the – in this case – brown powder into a tube that is then capped.  This tube contains the 

acid formula that is designed to, once mixed with the sample substance, indicate the presence of 

heroin or opiates if so contained within the sample.  Det. Prince cut into the bag, placed a small 



sample of the powder into the tube, sealed it, broke the inner capsule, shook the contents as directed 

and observed a color change of purple that indicated the presence of heroin.  The gross weight of 

the suspected heroin was found to be just over 600 grams.   

On 08/18/20, Det. Prince retrieved the blue pills and the packages out of police evidence.  The pills 

were found to be approx. 300 in count and each had “M” imprinted on one side and “30” imprinted 

on the other.  A check in a drug reference book states that these pills contain the active ingredient of 

Oxycodone HCI 30 milligrams and are classified as a Schedule II Controlled Substance.   

On 09/04/20, Det. Prince received results from the Denver Police Department Crime Laboratory 

– Forensic Testing Unit, regarding the “M30” pills.  The report stated that the net weight of the 

pills was 36.662 grams. Two pills were selected at random, for chemical testing (as every one of 

the pills was identical in appearance so two were selected for initial, presumptive testing).  The 

results of the chemical testing test showed the presence of Fentanyl in the pills. 

Fentanyl is an incredibly dangerous and potent schedule II, narcotic.   Recently, narcotics law 

enforcement officers and task force agents have seen dealers pressing fentanyl to resemble 30 mg 

blue oxycodone pills in order to make more profit.  These pills are being sold for approximately 

five to twelve dollars a pill depending on the amount purchased.  It is well known on the black 

market that the amount of fentanyl in these pills is not regulated and can often lead to fatal 

overdoses. 

Second Interview of Jorge Che-Quiab 

On 8/25/20, Detective Prince conducted a second interview of Jorge Che-Quiab.  During this 

interview, Jorge admitted to having sold to A  four small blue pills.  He had suggested in the 

interview from 08/07/20 that the pills were “oxy” in reference to Oxycodone but in the interview 

on this date, he admitted that he may have had knowledge to the pills having contained Fentanyl. 

During the conversation about his knowledge of the pills possibly having contained Fentanyl, 

Jorge stated, “I researched it.” He also stated “I think they told me there was Fentanyl in them,” 

and “I know what the pills do.”  He then stated that “since we have his phone, we will see his 

history searching that he had looked it up.”  Jorge also admitted to knowledge of the drugs in his 

apartment.  After the incident on the night of 08/06/20 to the morning of 08/07/20, a search 

warrant had been authored by (now retired) commissioned officer with the Aurora Police 

Department, Detective Brandon Rinnan. This warrant had been signed by Magistrate Kathleen 

Janski.  As previously stated, the result of the search revealed almost a pound of a substance that 

upon a presumptive chemical test of a sample of the contents, displayed a positive color change 

to indicate the presence of heroin, as well as about 300 small blue “M30” pills.  Jorge admitted to 

knowledge of the heroin and that he was “holding it” for his “guy”.  He did state that he waits to 

hear from his “guy” and when he receives a message, he will go out of his apartment and sell 

some of these blue pills to whomever the buyer is. 

With regard to sexual contact with any of the minors at the apartment, Jorge admitted to performing 

oral sex on , and he believed that DNA from his saliva could potentially be found in her 



vagina, and additionally to having sexual intercourse with her, with a condom.  With regard to 

, Jorge stated that, prior to her passing out, he saw “Risa” take  outside, and believed 

that Risa intended to take advantage of , as  was obviously intoxicated.  Jorge further 

stated that, although his intention was not to “knock the girls out” for any sexual purpose, he knew 

that V  intention was to do that.  Jorge relayed that after  had passed out, V  stated 

to him that “I’m going to get at this girl, the white girl,” and Jorge told him “go ahead.”  

Subsequently, Jorge admitted to seeing V  on top of , kissing her, and touching her 

breast and vaginal area.   

Autopsy of , and Toxicological Report 

On 09/23/20, Arapahoe County Coroner Dr. Kelly Lear issued an autopsy report finding, in 

relevant part, that A  died from mixed alcohol and fentanyl toxicity.  Toxicological 

analysis of her blood revealed a blood fentanyl concentration of 23.4 ng/ml, and a blood alcohol 

concentration of 26 mg/dl.  The toxicological analysis of A  urine was negative 

for the presence of cocaine, or cocaine metabolites, and the toxicological analysis of her blood 

did not show the presence of cocaine or cocaine metabolites.   
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